
 

Radimpex Tower 6 Build 1420 was constructed in the year 2062 by the world’s top engineers, architects, and contractors. They
attempted to make it as environmentally friendly as possible, using an entirely solar-powered air-conditioning system. The
original intent was to show the world that Radimpex leads the way in environmentally conscious buildings. The company has
announced that they are now accepting applications for offices in this new building at a discounted rate for companies interested
in becoming one of our newest tenants. If you are interested, please contact radimp@radimplcx. com. Radimpex Tower 6 is
nestled in the middle of the Radimpex Tower 5 complex which will consist of 7 buildings when completed. The Tower 6
complex would be constructed to hold up to 2,000 people at a time. The tower itself is supposed to have an environmental-
friendly design, but has been criticized by environmentalists because of its low height compared to traditional skyscrapers,
which are typically 300–500m tall. The tower was awarded the "Five Star Platinum" award in Bioshock Infinite by both
Destructoid and Kotaku for being an environmentally friendly building that has flexible architecture that can adjust with
changes in business demands, technology, and social needs. this is in contrast to most tall buildings which are only built with one
set of architectual form. The building can be encountered in "BioShock Infinite", located behind the Monument Island Raffle
House. It can be one of the main antagonists, if the player chooses to side with one of its privateers or choose to shoot down its
privateer airships, which will result in it attacking Columbia City. However, if the player does not side with it, it will still appear
at random intervals throughout Columbia killing many citizens by setting their homes on fire and/or plunging them into the
river. An Infogrames video game company, Radimpex was formed in 1988. The company is in close relation with its biological
parent and is popular in the real world in the same way as it is virtual in "Infinite". In Infinite, the tower complex was originally
owned by Robert and Rosalind Lutece, until Booker DeWitt forced him out of Columbia. In the 1930s, an unknown
disaster/event took place that caused a fire at one of its facilities. In 1998, another disaster was caused that caused severe
damage to a large section of the complex. In 2012, a devastating storm hit one of its facilities located at Battleship Bay causing
more severe damage. At one of its facilities, the famous Raffle House in Columbia, a piece of art known as the "Monument to
the Founders" which was destroyed in differing timelines. There are multiple companies that share the same name with this
company in real life, but by coincidence are completely unrelated. It also should be noted that Radimpex Tower 6 Build 1420 is
not related or similar to RadiMPE Tower or Radimpex Office Tower. Both are only similar in name and nothing else.
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